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A quick note from the editor
Welcome to our first 'new' quarterly newsletter. What a year this
has been for the Gateway Team! A gold medal for one, a promotion
for another and all of us giving everything we've got!!  
This year has seen many of us adapting, learning new skills and
trying our hands at new things. Being 'editor' of our new quarterly
magazine is not something I would have considered doing at the
start of the year but I have to admit, I have loved it! I sincerely hope
you enjoy reading it just as much.

                                       Theresa
                       

In this edition.......
Does Bede have the perfect People
Team?
It's a dog's life at Kettering Park Hotel
Christmas Considerations
Who's that girl? Meet our newest
team member
Walking the World
Wall of fame
Graham's Words of Wisdom
Christmas competition

A message from our Founder and CEO
As 2021 comes to a close it really has been an interesting year – plenty of
fun but also many a challenge, as I am sure will be the same for all our
readers. As the year has progressed we have been delighted to get back
out and about, seeing people in person and delivering training face to
face. January is already pretty much fully booked which is great to see.
Our team has changed and we are still looking to expand our HR Team
so if you know someone looking for an exciting new role, then do give
them our details.

We have many exciting plans for 2022, which we are determined will be
our best year yet as a business, and we look forward to working with you! 

Wishing you, your teams and families a very Happy Christmas and a Happy
and Healthy 2022. 

Emma

gatewayhr.com info@gatewayhr.com 01536 215240



"Doing the right thing with a common-
sense approach goes a long way!"

A Focus on.....
Just over a year ago, Bede Gaming realised they needed a Head
of People to continue to grow and maintain its employee centric
culture and employer brand. Enter Stage Right, Gemma Sholder! 

Here Gemma shares her vision for what makes a great People
Team and how she has built out and is now delivering an HR
Strategy to be proud of to help deliver the goals of an ambitious
company like Bede.

As you know, at Gateway HR “It’s All About People”,
so we always like to know what attracts others to a
career in HR? What is it about HR that you love and
drives you?

"People have always fascinated me and I have been
very fortunate in my career to meet people from all
over the world and work for some amazing
businesses. I have also picked up a few life long
friends along the way! 

I love the fact that no two days are the same and I am
at my best when I feel that I am making a difference to
people’s time at work. I am excited to be part of the
change in HR to a more people-centric function. Doing
the right thing with a common sense approach goes a
long way.  When you feel a sense of belonging at the
same time you know you are making a difference, it
doesn’t get much better than that."

What was it about the role and in particular Bede
Gaming that attracted you?  

"My next opportunity was so important because having
spent 10 years living and working in London, I knew it
was time to move back home to the North-East. Bede is
a first choice supplier of software to the online
gambling and social gaming industries, offering world
class technology platforms.

The culture here at Bede was perfectly suited to me
and with this being a brand new Head of People role, I
really felt it ticked all of the boxes. I was joining a great
business at such an exciting time with a seat at the
table."

I am proud to have found some of the best talent the
North-East has to offer in the HR space 
Bede’s commitment to continue to allow our 'Beders'
to work flexibly 
The focus that has been given to our reward offer
under our 3 umbrellas of Happier, Healthier, Wealthier
teams
The buy in from our Exec and Senior Leadership
teams
Building out the People strategy which will be
complimented by the commitment to our 2022
budget and the People investment
HR Automation approval and all the possibilities
improved technologies can bring.

and listening to all the great things people were saying. 

Then I took my initial observations and
recommendations to our Exec team, showing them what
they could have from a People Team.  

This was the turning point, as to my surprise, they
wanted everything! An HR professional’s dream position
to be in, especially as it came with the support of an
additional 5 roles to strengthen the People Team and
offer, for all of our 'Beders'. I was also lucky with the
existing People Team members, as they were equally as
bought into the vision and supported me every step of
the way with making things happen. 

I have spent a lot of time this year searching for and
securing, that new top talent to strengthen the team and
we are now at that exciting part where all positions are
filled and we will be ready for 2022."

You have achieved a huge amount in less than a year.
What would you say you are most proud of?

As we come to the end of 2021 and I sit and reflect on my
first year at Bede, what a year it has been!

How did you decide on your main priorities as you
stepped into this new and critical role?

"Joining a company and role virtually, like many
others during the pandemic, was tough. I spent my
first 3 months meeting as many people as possible 

"I am proud to have found some of the best 
talent the North-East has to offer....."



One of the areas I have enjoyed working with you on
the most is the Reward and Recognition project and
strategy development. Can you tell our readers what
Reward and Recognition mean to you and why it was
essential to get right?

"We could not have done it without you and the
team!

Reward and recognition to me has to be authentic
and personal. It is certainly not a ‘one size fits all’ and I
think this approach is where it can go wrong. We took
the opportunity in October to send a survey out to all
of our 'Beders' and were delighted with a 95%
response rate. 

Not only did we want to understand the awareness of
current benefits at Bede and the interest for potential
new benefits, but there was also a section on
recognition. We asked if people feel recognised, from
who and what does good recognition look like for
you. We are just preparing the results to share and
have some exciting plans for 2022."

Another success has been the reopening of the main
office in Newcastle which I know took a huge
amount of planning and coordination. For any
readers looking to re-open their offices or looking at
how to attract people back to the office, what would
your main advice be?

Our collaborative working space is a really important
part of our culture here at Bede and we knew how
much some of our colleagues were looking forward to
regaining some of the social interaction within the
office that you miss out on when working remotely.
We were therefore, hugely excited to celebrate our
reopening, but we were also mindful that the
Pandemic had thrown up more challenges than we
could count for our people across the business, and
we were sensitive and mindful of this throughout our
communications strategy and planning.

"It would be to have an established People team at
Bede where our people can truly see our value.
Our System Automation project is complete and we
have a new ATS/HRIS/LMS
Award winning recognition
Launched our new careers page on our website
Investment in our Beders like they have never seen
before!"

Finally, 2021 has been an incredible year for you and the
team, but I also know it is only the start. If I asked you
this time next year what are you most proud of, what
would it be?

 

"Reward and recognition to me has to
be authentic and personal."

Emma Wynne, Gemma Sholder (centre) 
and the Bede Gaming People Team

One of my personal highlights of 2021 has been having
the pleasure to work with Gemma and the People
Team at Bede Gaming. 

We were first introduced back in January of this year
when Gemma was a few weeks into not only a new
role for her, but a new role for the organisation.

In the last 12 months, the People Team has increased
from 8 to 13 members (at the time of this interview). 
With headquarters in Newcastle and offices in
Bulgaria and Canada, Bede have seen incredible
growth in their 9 years and we are excited for the
future of both the company and their employees.

Emma Wynne

Importance of Reward & Recognition 
 

There are many of course but motivation is definitely one of the biggies and research by
Reward Gateway has shown that the top reasons for employees feeling demotivated are:
feeling invisible or undervalued (43%), having a bad manager (43%) and lack of recognition
(40%). 



Daisy's Day Trip
In November Daisy went to visit one of our long term
partners – the wonderful Kettering Park Hotel & Spa. 

 
We have been using Kettering Park Hotel for all our events for over 10
years now, and one of our favourite team benefits is membership of the
luxurious gym and spa.  

With many of our People and Development Conference guests staying
at Kettering Park Hotel in December, Daisy thought she would check
out the bedrooms. She was able to do this because Kettering Park Hotel
welcome canine guests and have special bedrooms for them to stay in
with their owners.

As with all things at Kettering Park Hotel the service is incredible. As you
can see from the photo above, Daisy fully approved of her luxury bed; big,
soft and comfy – we suspect she may be looking for an upgrade at home
now. 

All their doggy guests get a personalised welcome letter with details of all
the facilities available to them and recommendations for nice places to visit
nearby. What really sealed the deal for Daisy was the handmade dog
biscuit on arrival....not quite the same as the afternoon tea enjoyed by
Emma and Theresa (opposite) but still very delicious! 
 
Huge thanks to General Manager, Andrew Hollett, for such a warm
welcome. Daisy really enjoyed her visit to Kettering Park Hotel and now
understands why Emma spends so much time there! She can certainly
recommend it to all, human and canine alike. 

Visit www.ketteringparkhotel.co.uk for more information.

Special offer
This edition we are pleased to be able to offer you 25%
off your first year's subscription to our HR Document
Library if you sign up during the month of December
2021.

Our revamped library contains templates of all the
essential policies, letters and forms you need when
employing people.  Don't ever worry about your
employment documents being legally compliant
again - we will ensure they are kept up to date and
notify you of changes throughout your membership! 

Visit gatewayhr.com/hr-document-library
 

25% 

 offQuote WINTER25



Christmas Considerations

Is this the end of the work Christmas party?

It’s that time of year when we all get a little more sociable. And this year we have a lot of making
up to do! But, not wishing to sound like the Grinch, business owners should beware!  

Any work party is considered an extension of the workplace - this event wouldn’t be attended if it were not for
the workplace connection, so employers still hold a duty of care.  If things get out of hand or someone is
injured, business owners are held liable, and can be held legally and financially accountable for any damage. 

Since employees may be tempted to let their hair down even more 
this year, there is an increased risk of drunken mishaps, fights, or 
harassment. 

Carla, Senior HR Consultant, has been speaking to many of our 
clients about this over the last few weeks “Employers are 
understandably wary of throwing Christmas parties this year. We 
effectively missed out on the celebrations last year, so there may 
be a few people who plan to make up for it."

"While the majority of people behave, there’s always the risk that 
one or two people may take things too far. Whether it ends in a 
drunken accident, a fight, or sexual harassment, the employer is 
ultimately responsible.”

With the media dubbing Christmas parties as "Covid super 
spreaders", employers are now also facing a moral dilemma.  For these reasons, many local businesses are
forgoing parties this year, and replacing them with alternatives, like team building activities. 

We recommend that any employer still planning a Christmas party takes their responsibility seriously. Make
sure your employees know what is expected of them, if appropriate carry out a risk assessment beforehand,
and if you do receive any complaints afterwards, make sure you follow them up quickly and fairly. 

If you want more information on your responsibilities when it comes to Christmas parties, we are offering a free
15 minute consultation with a member of our HR team until 10th December 2021.  Just call 01536 215240.

"If things get out of hand or
someone is injured, business
owners are held liable, and
can be held legally and
financially accountable for any
damage." 

How to prevent a rise in unplanned absence over Christmas

It’s likely that you usually see a rise in absence over the Christmas period. Of course, it’s winter, so colds and
other illnesses are more common and mental health can become worse. But what do you do if you suspect
that people are pulling sickies to finish their Christmas shopping, or to sleep off overindulgence? 

We find one of the best deterrents is the good old 'return to work interview'. Hold a face to face meeting (either
in person or online) after every absence for every employee.  News travels fast and knowing you are going to
have to lie to someone's face is often enough to put them off!  

Conducting these interviews means you are also more likely to uncover if someone is struggling with 
a real issue too, such as their mental health, enabling you to explore support options much sooner.



At the time of going to print, we have just clocked up over
42,000,000 steps and are crossing the North Atlantic, heading to
Lisbon! After a short stop off to enjoy some Portuguese
Rabanadas (check out our social media for the photos of our
attempts at this delicacy), we will be heading to Madrid.  After
Madrid we set off North to Paris before heading back across the
Channel on the homeward stretch back to Corby.

It's been an incredible challenge for an incredible charity. There
is still time to show your support by visiting our Just Giving page
and making a small donation. We really would love to raise our
target of £1,914, funding over 500 support packs for adults
undergoing treatment for cancer in hospital. Please visit
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/gateway-hr-team it
really would mean the world to us to help The Lewis Foundation
#ShareTheLove.

Who's that girl?
It's Charlotte Armstrong, our new HR Advisor!

What do you do when when one of your amazing team is offered
an incredible opportunity and moves on to ventures new? Well,
you recruit another superstar obviously!! 

Please allow us to introduce Charlotte, our new HR Advisor.  Charlotte joined the team
at the start of November, bringing 5 years of HR experience with her, and has fitted 
right in to the Gateway Team!

Charlotte chose a career in HR as she loves helping people. "I want to make a difference to people at work - we all
spend so much of our time there, so a role in HR made sense to me. Up until now my roles have been as an inhouse
HR Advisor within a company.  Joining the Gateway team means I can play a part in making a difference to people
across many organisations, helping even more people!"

In her spare time, Charlotte's passion is live music and it takes
something major, like a pandemic, to prevent her from making
her annual pilgrimage to the Reading Festival! 
Her favourite band is Bring Me The Horizon and Charlotte already
has her eye on the horizon here at Gateway (see what I did there),
wanting to progress her career with us and continuing with her
CIPD qualifications "I've got my eye on the prize already - I'm
going to be a HR Consultant!"

We are confident that our clients are going to love working with
Charlotte as much as we do!

Walk around the World -
update

Graham plotting the team's route 
around the world!



Graham's Words of Wisdom

"But what if.....?"  That’s what a very dear friend said to me just the other day.

The discussion that followed made me reflect quite a bit about this very short and seemingly simple but yet, deeply
thought-provoking question. But what if I hadn’t done that? But what if I tried this? But what if I went there? But
what if I do it now? 

With a new year fast approaching (yes 2022 - please don’t shoot the 
messenger!) many of us will be following tradition and start thinking about 
the changes we will make as part of our New Year resolutions, to be better,
healthier or happier versions of ourselves. 

But what if you didn’t put off the planning or even the implementation 
of these ideas until 1st Jan? What if you started doing it right now? What if 
you actually got in with it? What could be in it for you? 

Allow me to share some of my learning from 35 years of performance coaching and supporting others on their
personal development journeys from so many different walks of life. One hugely significant thing is how much I
agree with Aristotle, when he said: “We are what we repeatedly do, excellence then, is not an act but a habit"  I have
to say that I couldn’t agree more - we are what we practice!! With this in mind, in order for us to be successful and
deliver excellence in whatever we choose to do or be, then we need to make sure we practice in a really purposeful
way. I also don’t believe that successful people, ever simply stumble across greatness. My experience says that
greatness is very carefully thought about, planned for and strategically delivered. So, putting all of this together,
consider this…

But what if you decided to take action now and start putting those changes into 'practice' immediately? What better
way to start 2022 than to already have a few weeks of purposeful action under your belt? What positive impact could
that have? How much sooner would excellence be achieved? Would next year's 'excellence' be even better than
imagined?

In the words of American Author, Steve Sutherland, 'Don't wait for your ship to come, swim out to it'.  

What's on this winter.........
Friday 3rd December 21           Gateway's People Management & Development Conference
 
Monday 6th December 21       Launch of our new HR Document Library

Tuesday 14th December 21     FREE Taster session - CMI Management & Leadership

Thursday 6th January 22         Start of next Level 3 CMI Management & Leadership course

Wednesday 19th January 22   Launch of client 'Lunch and Learn' sessions
 

Remember, we are here for all your HR and training needs,
so just pick up the phone and call 01536 215240 to discover
how we can help you get the best from your people!



Christmas Competition
Time!!!

Solve all the dingbats and you could win a £50 High Street gift voucher!
Just fill in your answers, add your name, company and email address and scan this page over
to info@gatewayhr.com or post it to Gateway HR & Training, 4 Brisbane House, Corbygate
Business Park. Corby, NN17 5JG. The winner will be drawn on 24th December 2021.

Name:                                     Company:

Email address:

Christmas Dingbats

gatewayhr.com 01536 215240info@gatewayhr.com


